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U6 Ninjas
Round 2 was another great week of football for 
the U6 Ninjas.  

On Pitch 1 the GMAS Dingoes put up a good 
fight but couldn't hold back the fierce offence of 
Cohen and Jed, and were unable to penetrate 
the solid defence of Arlo and Nate who once 
again kept a clean sheet throughout both 
matches.  

Pitch 2 saw a heap of action with great mid field 
performances by Mack and Torin, while special 
mentions go to Luke and Lucas who both played 
outstanding in their first game ever.  

Well done to the LJ Soccer players of the day 
Peri and Ezra, thumbs up to you both. Watch out 
for the Ninjas next Saturday who will be playing 
their first home game at 9am. 

Round 2 - Was a cold and windy morning in Margs for our home teams this week.  But still 
get to see all the kids out there having a great time!  At least the rain held off.

FMR 
Mini-Roos



  U7 Rovers
The U7 Rovers visited Busselton again this 
week, this time to take on the GMAS thunder. 
This year’s competition has definitely gone up 
another level from last year.  

The kids worked really well as a team and 
produced some great passing resulting in some 
awesome team goals.  

Players of the day went to Sailor for some 
amazing defence stopping multiple goals and 
finding the back of the net a couple of times 
himself and Matthew for being an amazing team 
player getting involved in every aspect of the 
game.  

Well done boys and thanks to Squid Lips for the 
vouchers!



U8 Dragons
It was a chilly morning in Margaret River, but 
that didn't stop the Dragons from getting fired up 
against the GMAS Braves. The team was solid 
on both the defensive and attacking fronts today 
and came away victorious, maintaining a clean 
sheet for the second week running. 

The Dragons have a team of strong footballers 
who are all loving the game, having fun, 
supporting each other, and being great sports on 
the field. 

Player of the day was awarded to Zorawar, who 
was in goals in the first half and came out in the 
second half to score a cracking goal! Thank you 
Two Cracks Coffee for the prize. 

U8 Strikers
U8 FMR Derby Strikers vs Wasps 

Our second game was played against the 
Margaret River Wasps, our first home game of 
the season. Both teams had success in front of 
goal in the first half and it was great to see the 
Strikers looking more cohesive and starting to 
play their positions more confidently. Miles, Josh 
and Sam scored some great goals and Jarla put 
in a strong performance as the first half goal 
keeper. 

In the second half, Jarla made a great run down 
the right wing and scored a cracking goal from 
way out, while Miles made some solid saves in 
goal. As the second half came to its conclusion, 
Arlo D fired off a ripper that found the back of 
the net in the dying seconds to cap off a 
memorable match. 

Player of the day went to Genevieve for her 
strong defensive play and tackling tenacity. 

Well one to all the Strikers players for their 
enthusiasm, concentrations and team work. 



 

U10 Stars
The Stars gad a great game today with the 
passing really coming together, and some great 
saves by Freddy in goals.  

Importantly there was lots of smiles.  

Player of the day thanks to Milk Shack, was Lilly 
who showed her determination all game. 

U9 Storm
Under 9 Storm had a 1 all draw against CSC Comets with two players from our team making up the 
numbers for the opposition as the were a player short.

These 2 players were also named players of the day for their sportsmanship which was a great call from 
the coach.  Was a hard fought and even game!  Great effort players and spectators.



U10 Jettz
The Jettz travelled to Duns to take on the Amigo’s 
this week, and played another great defensive 
team against a known top team from last season.   

They worked as a team, were competitive and 
proved they were an equal match to the 
Dunsborough team.   

Their field zoning is improving as they listen to 
advice from their coaches.   

Our players of the day were Kayla Rowney for 
heading the drive of runs down the field and 
Lennox Grace for being a consistent player and 
defending effectively in which ever position he 
played! 



U11 Stingrays
Another outstanding game by the Stingrays this 
week.  

The players all held their positions well.  

There was lots of running, accurate passing and 
strong attacking. Well done everyone. 

Player of the day thanks to Two Cracks Coffee 
went to Louis for excellence in attack.


